
Continent Box Challenge

Color a Map of

the continent

 Name all the 

countries on the 

  continent

Show 3 famous

landmarks on

the continent

Make a fact card

about some of the

countries on the 

    continent

Show some of the

animals that live

on the continent

Show some of the

plants that grow

on the continent

Show or make some

postcards about

interesting places

Show the types of

money used on the 

    continent

Show some flags

from countries on

the continent

Show examples of 

art or music from

the continent

Show examples of 

clothing from the

continent

Show or make 

travel brochures

for the continent

Bring objects that

   represent the

     continent

Show recipes or

types of food

from the continent

Stories or books

from or about

the continent

Your challenge is to include as many of these or ideas of your own

in your Continent Box or Bag.



Continent Boxes
Expectations:

1. Illustrated items are neatly colored

2. Written items are written neatly

3. Pictures from the internet are

    important to the project

4. Items included tell about the continent or countries on the continent

5. Presentation is easy to hear and understand

Grading Rubric

3 Points 2 Points 1 Point

Illustrated items are

drawn and colored

neatly

Illustrated items 

have little or 

no color

Illustrated items

have no color or

are scribbled

Written items are 

neat with few 

spelling errors

Written items are

not neat or with

many spelling errors

Written items can

be read with some

spelling errors

Pictures or items

from the internet

illustrate important

parts of project

Pictures or items

from internet are

not important to

the project

Pictures or items 

from the internet are 

somewhat important 

to the project

Items included are

important in telling

about the continent

or countries.

Items included are

somewhat important

in telling about the

continent/countries

Items included are

not important in

telling about the

continent/countries

Presentation is

easy to hear and

understand

Presentation is hard

to hear or understand

Presentation is mainly

easy to hear and

understand
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